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ABSTRACT. The present study investigated the character of behavioral disturbances in high immobilization “depressive” rats. Namely, changes of exploratory, locomotor and motivational-emotional behavior in the open field. Low immobilization “non-depressive” and high immobilization “depressive” rats were selected by Porsolt’s forced swim test. We show that “depressive” animals exhibit reduction of locomotor activity, significant decrease of grooming behavior, apparent reduction in the frequencies of center entrance and the time of staying in the center of open field. In other words high immobilization “depressive” rats exhibited complete loss of interest and reduction of exploratory motivation. These findings indicate that high immobilization “depressive” rats are characterized by behavioral “despair” or “refractory loss of interest” in contrast to the low immobility “non-depressive” rats. In conclusion, genetically determined natural differences in rats behavior in the Porsolt’s forced swim test manifested in the level of immobility, helplessness in the inescapable device and the speed of surrender to this situation appeared to be the significant factors that make it possible to reveal more substantial differences in the behavior between low immobilization “non-depressive” and high immobilization “depressive” rats. It was shown by us that rats with high immobilization manifest depression-like behavioral disturbances in the open field test. The ability for real assessment of the level of danger in the new extremely illuminated area is much diminished and “depressive” rats actually underestimate the surrounding environment. © 2016 Bull. Georg. Natl. Acad. Sci.
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Unipolar depressive disorder is a heterogeneous disease, accompanied by the complex of disturbances of various physiological functions [1]. Changes in exploratory, locomotor and motivational-emotional behavior are considered among them [2-7]. Namely, it is believed that patients with unipolar depression suffer from suppression of motivation and emotional processes and inability to experience pleasure that is called anhedonia [1,8]. However, until now the results of observations are unequivocal in this regard.
In particular, it is not wholly understandable yet, which components of motivational and emotional behavior are more vulnerable to this disease. Therefore, the study of changes in exploratory, locomotor and motivational-emotional behavior in animals, considered as an animal model for depressive-like state, is important and topical. Using animal models in researches of pathophysiology of many psycho-nervous diseases is a modern priority approach for many research institutions in worldwide, including our laboratory [3,4,6,7,9,10].

Therefore, the aim of the present work was to study the character of the changes in exploratory, locomotor and motivational-emotional behavior in “depressive” rats.

**Materials and Methods**

Experiments were carried out on adult white wild rats (weight 200-250 g). Animals were subdivided into two groups (n=10 in each group): “depressive” (experimental) and non-depressive” (control). Selection was made by means of Porsolt’s forced swim test (FST) [11, 12].

**Porsolt’s test apparatus.** Porsolt’s test apparatus represents an acrylic glass cylinder filled with water from which animal can’t escape. Animals are subjected to two trials, during which they are forced to swim in the cylinder. The first trial lasts 15 minutes. Then, after 24-hours, a second trial is performed that lasts 5 minutes. The time that the animal spends in the first and second trials without making any movements, beyond those required to keep its head above water, is measured. This is the immobility time. Modern implementations of the test score swimming and climbing behaviors separately. Duration of immobility time is one of most adequate indicator for depressive-like state in rats.

**Open field test.** Changes in exploratory, motivational and emotional behavior were studied in open field test (OF) [13]. OF is an arena of 96 cm in diameter with walls (50 cm in height) to prevent rats escape. Commonly, on the arena of the field the squares are marked by white lines (each square is 12 cm ). The periphery is lighted by three light bulbs (60 watts power), while the center is lighted by one light bulb (100 watts).

Rearing and time spent moving, number of crossed squares, sniffing ad had rising are used to assess the locomotor and exploratory activity of the rodents. The OF test is also often used to assess emotional behavior and anxiety by including additional measures of defecation, urination, number of entrance in the center of open field and time spent in the center of the field. At the beginning of the experiment rats are placed on the periphery of the OF and then their behavior is explored during 10 minutes. Obtained results are treated for the first 5 min, second 5 min and for the whole 10 min of exploration. Separate analysis of the data from the different periods of observation might reveal the level of habitation to the OF and possible changes of habitation in “depressive” rats.

All procedures were conducted with the NJH Guide for the Care and use of Laboratory Animals (Eighth Edition 2011) and were approved by the Animal Care and use Committee of the I.Beritashvili Center of Experimental Biomedicine.

**Statistical Treatment.** Results were treated statistically by means of Student’s t test. *=p<0.05 and **=p<0.01 were taken as the levels of significance.

**Results and discussion.** It should be noted that numerous studies attempted to better understand the mechanisms and pathophysiology of human depressive state. However, the problem is still far from the final decision. Undoubtedly, development of animal models reproducing most symptoms of human depression is topical and there were many attempts in this direction [3,4,6,7,9,10,14-18]. Despite this the potential need for the animal model of depression more appropriately reproducing all the signs of human depressive state still remains. Our study is the one more attempt to this direction. Like previous authors in the present study we used genetically determined natural differences in the behavior of rats in the FST [19]. Therefore, “non-depressive” and “de-
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Pressive” rats were selected by means of FST device. This test gave us possibility to select rats as “depressive” and “non-depressive” according to the level of immobility, helplessness in the inescapable situation and the speed of surrender.

It appears that the main time in the FST apparatus is spent by one part of rats in swimming and searching for a way out of the cylinder. Rats swim and climb mainly during the first and second experimental trials and these behaviors take 64% and 67% for the first and second day of experiments respectively (Fig.1A, gray columns). Duration of their immobilization time is very short - 36% of 15 min for the first day and 33% of 5 min for the second day experiments (Fig.1A, red columns). Therefore, these rats constituted the low immobility “non-depressive” control group.

Another part of the rats are naturally prone to depressive state, which manifests itself in the fact that after inserting into the FST cylinder they surrender very soon and spend the most of their time in the water in hanging state. Immobilization time for such rats is very high - 70% of 15 min for the first day, 73% of 5 min for the second day (Fig.1B, red columns). Time spent in swimming and climbing is very short - 30% of 15 min for the first day, 27% of 5 min for the second day (Fig.1B, grey columns), therefore these rats constituted high immobilization “depressive” group.

FST is a common tool widely used now for evaluation of the efficacy of anti-depressant drugs and the effects of various behavioral and neurobiological manipulations in basic and preclinical research [12, 20-22]. It is described as a rendering situation, in which “behavioral despair” is induced; that is, the animal loses hope to escape the stressful environment [11, 12]. Because of popularity of FST there is a wealth of data regarding the effects of various antidepressants in the FST. This allows researchers to compare and contrast their own results with the others (see 19 for review). Another area where the FST is used is neurogenetic research, in which the genetic basis of depression-related behaviors is investigated. In this regard, the FST has proven to be useful in basic research related to the neurobiology and genetics of mood disorders [22].

It is a well known fact that depressive patients are characterized by some behavioral disorders, reduced general activity and locomotion and general loss of interest among them. These behavioral items are readily to investigate in rodents by OF test designated for the measuring of behavioral responses such as locomotor activity, exploratory and emotional behaviors. OF is also used as a measure of anxiety and fear. This technical device is based on well-

![Fig. 1. Percent relationship between activity (assessed by swimming and climbing) and immobility times in FST in “non-depressive” (A) and “depressive” (B) rats](image-url)
known fact that rats naturally have a tendency to avoid brightly illuminated, novel, open spaces. It is a stressful situation that naturally does produce inhibition of exploratory behavior at first, but in healthy rats OF arena after short period of staying in it becomes not extremely stressful. In other words, competition between exploratory and fear emotions appear at first and finally rats start exploration of novel space, that is healthy animals are aware in real perception of the level of stressfulness of OF. Therefore, it was very interesting for us to investigate: character of behavioral disturbances of “depressive” rats in OF area; degree of perception of novelty and/or stressfulness of OF situation and possibility of “depressive” animals really percept the level of stressfulness in the novel surrounding. These questions were posed by us early too in animal model of depression characterized by deficiency of brain monoamine/serotonin content [6].

It appeared that rats from the low immobilization and high immobilization groups significantly differ each from other in their behavior in OF test. Namely, Fig.2 represents the data concerning the changes in horizontal locomotor and exploratory activity according to the number of crossed squares in these two groups of animals. For the parallel assessment of the process of habituation to the OF area that can be a direct indicator for the degree of perception of novelty and/or stressfulness of OF situation the data were analyzed for the first 5 min, second 5 min and whole 10 min of observation. Data presented in Fig.2 clearly show that high immobilization “depressive” rats are less active in the OF area. It is manifested in significant reduction of the number of crossed squares in comparison to the control “non-depressive” rats.

Differences between the data of control and experimental groups are approximately equal for all periods of exploration (Fig.2.1; Fig.2.2 and Fig.2.3). The number of crossed squares in high immobilization “depressive” rats is by 25% less for the first 5 min periods of exploration, 20% less for the second 5 min period of exploration and consequently by 22.5% less for the whole 10 min period of exploration in comparison to the low immobilization “non-depressive” rats (Fig.2). The process of habituation to the OF area, assessed by the number of crossed squares, was significantly faster in control “non-depressive” rats, than in high immobilization “depressive” rats.

The qualitative values of the indices for vertical activity in OF area (head rising, rearing) were also sharply reduced in “depressive” rats. Fig. 3 repre-
sents the changes in the number of head rising and rearing (vertical standing) and results of statistical treatments show that the number of head risings undergoes to the gradual significant reduction during the first and second 5 min periods of exploration.

The value of this index becomes two times reduced in high immobilization “depressive” rats in comparison to low immobilization “non-depressive” ones (Fig.3.A.1 and 3.A.2). Thus, the process of habituation to the OF area assessed by the number of head risings is also faster in control “non-depressive” rats. As for the number of rearing (vertical standing) this index becomes 2 times reduced in “depressive” rats (Fig.3B).

In conclusion, presented results indicate that horizontal and vertical locomotor activity is reduced and exploratory behavior becomes suppressed in the high immobilization depressive rats.

The parameters of OF test indicating the changes of motivational emotional behavior of animals were
analyzed separately. Those are the number of entrances in the center of OF area, grooming behavior, defecation and urination. It appears that the number of entrances in the center of open field area undergoes to the significant changes, namely its value for all three periods of observation equals almost to zero (Fig.4A).

In other words, the intensity of fear emotion becomes so elevated in „depressive” rats that they do not enter the center of OF during the whole period of observation, and if so they are moving mainly at the periphery of OF area in contrast to the control „non-depressive” rats.

It is worth mentioning that, naturally, the rate of grooming in OF area is not high in intact rats. The main reason for this is the specificity of OF arena because it represents the new highly illuminated stressful situation for rats and for this reason the majority of control animals are showing grooming behavior only 3-4 times during the whole period of observation. This value becomes lesser in the high immobilization „depressive” rats. Reduction is evident in the first and second 5 min periods and consequently for the whole 10 min of observation in OF area (Fig.4A). The rate of defecation was increased in the high immobilization „depressive” rats in comparison to the data of control non-depressive rats (Fig.5B).

Thus, we found that high immobilization, depressive rats” exhibit significant diminution of locomotor activity. They are apparently depressed in OF during the whole period of staying in it. These findings are in agreement with the results obtained earlier on Flinders’ sensitive line rats [2]. This exaggerated immobility is not unexpected; there is literature indicating that cholinergic agonists accentuate and cholinergic antagonists reduce swim test immobility. Hasey and Hanin [2, 23] confirmed the acute depressive effects of cholinergic agonists (i.e., physostigmine) on swim test immobility. These investigators also reported that these cholinergic effects could be partially counteracted by noradrenergic manipulations, and they proposed a balance model reminiscent of the original adrenergic/cholinergic balance model of affective disorders [2].

It was also shown in the present work that high immobility “depressive” rats are characterized by significant elevation in the level of fear emotion that is expressed in the sharp decrease of the number of center entrances, grooming and increases in the number of defecation. Changes of exploratory and emotional

Fig. 5. Changes in motivational emotional behavior assessed by the rate of the urination and defecation in high immobilization “depressive” rats.
1. Data obtained for the first 5 min of observation, 2. Data obtained for the second 5 min of observation, 3. Data obtained for the whole 10 min of observation. ** = p<0.01.
behavior were studied for the first time by us. These are very significant measures for depressive-like state in animals and we found very interesting results in these respect. Namely, it was shown that “depressive” animals exhibit significant decrease of grooming behavior an indicator in norm of animal’s desire put himself in more comfortable state. Apparent reduction were evident in the frequencies of center entrance and the time of staying in the center of OF, in other words, high immobility “depressive” rats exhibited complete loss of exploratory motivation. We think that the loss of interest is not related to the enhancement of fear emotion only. Such a notion is directly supported by unchangeable values of the rate of urination. These findings indicate that high immobility “depressive” rats are characterized by behavioral ‘despair’ or “re-fractory loss of interest”.

In conclusion, genetically determined natural differences in rats behavior in the FST, manifested in the level of immobility, helplessness in the inescapable situation and the speed of surrender to this situation, are those significant factors that makes possible to reveal more substantial differences in the OF behavior between “non-depressive” and “depressive” rats. Namely, it was shown by us that rats with high immobilization, which surrender more quickly in the FST, manifest depressive-like behavioral disturbances in the OF test. They are characterized by significant suppression of general activity, locomotor and exploratory behavior and elevation of fear emotion. The ability for real assessment of the level of danger in the new, extremely illuminated area is much diminished and they actually underestimate the surrounding situation.

In conclusion, genetically determined natural differences in rats behavior in the FST, manifested in the level of immobility, helplessness in the inescapable situation and the speed of surrender to this situation, are those significant factors that makes possible to reveal more substantial differences in the OF behavior between “non-depressive” and “depressive” rats. Namely, it was shown by us that rats with high immobilization, which surrender more quickly in the FST, manifest depressive-like behavioral disturbances in the OF test. They are characterized by significant suppression of general activity, locomotor and exploratory behavior and elevation of fear emotion. The ability for real assessment of the level of danger in the new, extremely illuminated area is much diminished and they actually underestimate the surrounding situation.

აღსანიშნავია, რომ ჰირულახრის გართულახრეული ფაქტორები გამორჩეული გირგმაღლებას ქვეყანაში, კლასიფიცირებით უზელუსებს ომები, ხარჯი იქნება იმოქმედად გაგრძელდება საკითხის ხალხს. ამის გამო, თანამედროვე კვანძი და სხვა გართულახრეული ფაქტორები, რომლებიც ნერომორფული უზელუსების ინტენსიურობაზე უარყოფით არ შეიძლება ქალაქმალი განმარტოდა ცალკე დარგებში, რომელიც თანამედროვე დონეში მომდევნო გამომავალ მიმუნა არ შეიძლება რაიმე შესაძლო შეფასება დამატებით. „კოშკოპრობა“ გირგმაღლება თავისი ფაქტორების მიხედვით ლანჯავს შემთხვევებს მხოლოდ გამჭვირვალობათ. რომლის გამოკვეთაც თავისია შესაძლო, შესაძლო, რომ შესაძლო მისი გამჭვირვალობა მხოლოდ გართულახრეული ფაქტორების გამჭვირვალობა.
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